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Equip the Connecticut River Museum 
with the tools and resources to pivot 
towards a more robust digital 
presence and expand outreach 
beyond current demography

Objective



Market Demographics



Schedule and Roles



Process and BTS Content

https://vimeo.com/490923124
https://docs.google.com/file/d/19MSP4T0b-WetHQjfumy8t1MgDWfOwiIC/preview


Final Deliverables



Stickers - Meaghan

Bright, kid-appealing designs for the 
museum to use in the kids’ section of 

their store and for events.  The designs 
are distinct from the rest of the 

museum merchandise, but stick to a 
general aesthetic.



Stickers (Holiday Variants) - Meaghan



Designs for a “Selfie Spot” floor 
decal the museum can place in 

photogenic locations.  Connected 
to hashtags and promotional 

social media concepts.

Selfie Spots



Stickers - Marcella



#Research - Marcella



Marcella - link

Advertising 
Plan

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hZvwHLyGz27rtyIvrGTEC-uzw7J-8ED1/view?usp=sharing


Sticker Designs - Bridget



Selfie Spot Designs (Bridget)



Sample SM posts (Bridget)



Video Content - Devin

https://vimeo.com/490856036
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1kpLYT1nQksQk_R_QbuZKK9vkJCOlzj6Q/preview


Video Content - Devin



Applicable Skills

Communication

It was incredibly important that we kept in 
contact with our client.  We kept them in the 
loop and encouraged feedback at all stages 
of our processes to ensure the best 
deliverables.

Creativity

Making new assets for a client requires 
creativity and thinking outside of the box.  

We had to work with what we were given but 
also integrate new ideas and fresh creations.

Negotiation

Working in a team setting requires some 
negotiation. We had to divide up the tasks 
not only to get it done but to our best 
abilities.  Everyone was given tasks that best 
fit their personal skills.

Analytical Thinking

Improving our client’s business meant doing 
research into their current numbers and 

analytics so that we can make projections for 
the future.  Thinking strategically and in the 

best interest for the client was very 
important to us.



CREDITS: This presentation template was created 
by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, 

infographics & images by Freepik 
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